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Charges:

1. Review and update existing CRCPD Suggested State Regulations for Control of Radiation pursuant to parallel rulemaking process and rules of federal agencies; continue updating existing and developing new regulations deemed necessary because of new technical developments. [G1 - O2, O4]

2. Review and comment upon both the content and planned compatibility designations of proposed rules of federal agencies affecting the Part in the group’s purview. [G1 - O3, O4]

3. Review proposed regulatory initiatives in the early development at the federal level and provide an analysis to the states through OED. The analysis is to include the appropriateness of the proposed compatibility designations, particularly those with Health and Safety significance. [G1-O3, O4]

Note: When a Letter/Number combination appears in brackets after a charge, it denotes how the charge links to CRCPD’s Goals and Objectives, as listed in CRCPD’s Strategic Plan.

If interested in serving on this working group, contact the Chairperson, via Shiya Wang email shiya.wang@state.co.us.